Field Technicians Wanted!

Starting Pay: $12+/hour, depending on experience

Are you the kind of person who loves being **outdoors**? Do you enjoy riding your bike and **exploring** new areas? Are you passionate about **fieldwork** related to biology, ecology, environmental studies, or pest management? Are you excited to see moose, birds of prey, and other **wildlife** during your working hours? Do you daydream about **working independently** or alongside a small, supportive crew?

*The crew checking out one of their daily routes*

As a **field technician**, a typical day might include the following:

- Brief updates and guidance concerning mosquito treatment goals for the day
- A trip downstairs to grab your gear and personal bicycle
- A day spent outside monitoring CU’s three campuses!
- Brief progress reports

You are an ideal candidate if:

- You can work in direct summer sunlight, cloudy weather, and all phases in between
- You are independent and motivated to solve problems as they arise
- You enjoy biking around urban as well as natural environments
- You like one-on-one interactions and a supportive network of coworkers
- You love observing all forms of wildlife
- You have an eye for detail and understand the importance of accurate data collection
- You are motivated by physically demanding tasks

If this position sounds like a great fit for you, let us know! Please send an email to *Meggan.Foster@colorado.edu* with *WNV Program Applicant* in the subject line and we will send you the full application. For more details, please see our job description accompanying this posting.